Material World

Karl Popper : I shall certainly admit a system as empirical or scientific only if it is capable of being tested by experience. These considerations suggest that not he verifiability,but the falsifiability of a system is to be taken as a criterion of demarcation.It must be possible for an empirical scientific system to be refuted  by experience.

[see http://members.fortunecity.com/templarser/chess.html ]

Quentin Cooper : This core concept of refutability - if something is beyond disproof,then it's also beyond science,is one of philosopher Sir Karl Popper's [Ref: "The Mathematical Experience" Davis & Hersh p409 {3 worlds}] key contributions to scientific thinking. Even on  Material World,well we like to think we wear the full panapoly of science with a certain swagger,we seldom touch on the philosophy of science,or on the links between philosophy and science. The centenary of Sir Karl's birth,this Sunday,seems a good vantage point from which to look at why that is,and to consider what influence Popper's work has had,and is having on science and scientists.
With me are Julian Barbour the theoretical physicist and author of "The End of Time" [Ref : New Scientist 16 Oct 1999 "Timeless"; http://members.fortunecity.com/templarser/iotm88.rtf ] and professor Colin Howson chair in philosophy of science and the London School of Economics.
Colin Howson,within philosophy there are various different schools of thought [Ref : http://members.fortunecity.com/templarser/botton1.html & botton2.html ] ,is it the same within the philosophy of science or is there a philosophy of science.

Colin Howson : No,there are several philosophies of science, there are almost as many philosophies of science as there are philosophers,which is rather unfortunate! But there are - you can sort of discern principle strands. Popper for a long time,had a great number of followers,was and still is regarded as a very important philosopher of science,and he begat something called Popperianism,the doctrine of falsificationism,as it's often called. But there are others too,and there's another important body of philosophers of science,and indeed scientists who take a stand directly opposite to Popper's because they believe that the notion of probability is essential to understanding science and scientific reasoning and Popper said in a word "It's not".
[That's two words - "In a word "Yes - or in this case "No" - LB]

Quentin Cooper : Because Popper's big thing was - he had this idea of uncertain reasoning - can you explain a bit about that?

Colin Howson : Well yes,I mean it's not so much that he had an idea of uncertain reasoning,it's that scientific reasoning in itself is uncertain. 

[See "The Mutilated Chess Board" - chess.html]

You can do some observations and you can put them altogether and say "Well you know,these are very precise observations.." maybe they are observations down to a large number of decimal places,and typically a scientist will say "Ah yes well this shows quite conclusively that such and such a theory is most likely to be true." But in fact it's not difficult logically speaking to construct and infinity of alternative accounts of that data,they may strike you as stupid,bizarre,cooked up,but never mind they're still there and they're consistent,which also have those data as consequences. So  there's a serious problem actually of saying "This data..." or "This body of data makes this theory certain or very nearly certain." In what sense does it do that when they're all these other contesters?
So there is something essentially uncertain about our reasoning from data,even in such a (indistinct) reasoning as science.

Quentin Cooper :  Julian Barbour,d'you think a lot of scientists are comfortable with this idea or even have grasped this idea,that there is an uncertainty at the core of scientific thinking?

Julian Barbour : I should sincerely hope they have,because that is definitely the case. I think a lot of  people,particularly in my line of business which is theoretical physics,do rather highly regard Popper's main thesis that the important thing about a theory is that it should be very clearly formulated,it should make a daring conjecture,and should be so cleanly formulated that you can disprove it by empirical testing,and I think that is a great insight,he says "Universal statements can be disproved by singular statements" and it seems rather strange that you want to set up a theory which can be easily refuted,but that means that its making stronger predictions.

[The easy disproof means that if the theory has not been refuted then there's a better chance that it is true - compare this with beliefs and superstitions which are held by conviction and cannot be disproved and yet ask that they are disproved - they are unfalsifiable - and tend also to be inconsistent - the way in which a belief is accepted is because someone liked to believe something WAS the case to start with - and then asks it to be levered out of their mind by and opposite case being made - in their mind there is "no reason not to" believe it - this is inverted logic - one must have REASONS TO believe BEFORE accepting something is the case - a theory continues to hold as long as the data is consistent the theory - beliefs are held onto even when the data shed doubt on the belief - the easy disproof - means that a theory will be dropped the moment data is not compliant with it - there is no point holding onto a theory which is not consistent with observation - whereas there IS a point in holding onto a belief when it is inconsistent with observation - because the person has a subjective emotional attachment to a belief - whereas a scientist should not have an emotional attachment to a theory - LB]

Now of course,what Colin has said is absolutely right - a huge amount of sort of aesthetic judgement goes into this - he was saying you can cook up contrived things,and sort of working scientists like Einstein wouldn't for one moment look at the sort of contrived thing,I mean he's got that sense of when a theory is worth taking seriously. So that's an important part of it.

[See http://members.fortunecity.com/templarser/wotlogic.html & l-hand13.html]

I don't think by any means Popper has got the final answer to how science progresses and what it's all about,but I do think that's quite a valuable insight that he had there.

Quentin Cooper :  And obviously there's a long history within science of people pursuing things which did seem to be very logical,very sensible....I'm thinking of say Phlogiston as a physical representation of heat where it seemed a very reasonable thing to pursue,and it was only many years later that we realised this was a blind alley and it wasn't a sensible line to be going down.

Julian Barbour : Oh I think the key thing is that the....in those sort of theories like that it wasn't..it was sort of more pictorial than cast into a precise mathematical formula,where you can make absolutely precise statements,and the thing  about for example Newton's theory of gravitation is you can make absolutely precise statements. He made a...it's so precise his law of universal gravitation,that you look out into the solar system,you see what heavy chunks of matter are around,they're the planets and the asteroids out there,and then you can really make very definite,draw very definite conclusions and see if they're confirmed.

Quentin Cooper :  But let me see if I've got this right then,Colin,because I'd have thought that..I mean we've talked about Newtonian physics here,but I'd have thought that the current thinking we'd superseded...there are instances where the prediction from Newton is found to be wrong.
[See http://members.fortunecity.com/templarser/beffect.html]
So do we under Popper's thinking..do we then have to say "Well that's it we've moved on from it"? Or exactly as Julian's saying,exactly as I think when I'm riding my bicycle,I'd rather be governed by Newtonian...thinking about Newtonian physics,than thinking in terms of quantum mechanics to get me home safely?

Colin Howson :  Well I think there's a real difficulty,what this shows is that there's a real difficulty in thinking that observational data ever disprove a theory,because for a long time there were anomalous data affecting Newton's theory,there was the precession Mercury perihelion,which conflicted with Newton's theory.
It conflicted with a particular general statement of Newton's theory,but people nevertheless went on because there was no useful competitor around at that time,it took another theory - General Relativity to come up and explain that anomalous perihelion.
But people didn't necessarily believe that although you had this prima facia conflict that showed that Newtonian theory...gravitational theory was false - on the contrary - they spent their time trying to come up with alternative hypotheses about distribution of dust in the solar system,that would account for this within the body of Newtonian Theory.
[What that shows is there is an inertia to give up a theory that accounts for a hell of a lot - and doesn't account for piddling errors - in that sense it's rather like the emotional attachment of a belief -holding onto something AGAINST what observation shows -LB]

But if you look actually at the statements - Newton's law of gravitation says that two bodies attract each other with a force that's inversely proportional to the square of the distance between them.Now that just tells you about the gravitational force. Now I defy anybody,actually,to find...to falsify this by observation.
I mean how could you possibly falsify that by observation?
For a start you need to know the net force acting on a body,and there are other sorts of forces as well,like electrostatic forces that also may act on bodies,so it's not so simple to say that this is a very cleanly falsifiable theory - it isn't actually,it requires great deal of auxiliary assumptions,assumptions about the fact that you can ignore other masses,you can ignore other forces in the vicinity of this test body.

[The thing is man has broken things up into MASS,GRAVITY,ELECTROMAGNETISM etc etc and then created the observed relationships between them - the whole point of physics is UNIFICATION - but it was  man that conceptually broke the world apart in the first place and now is seeking to unify all his concepts via equations and relate one to another - but what if the world is NOT broken up into those conceptual components - the unification already exists - the problem is the creation of the concepts of MASS etc. Newton's law is observationally correct for macro masses - things get complicated at the atomic scale (see http://members.fortunecity.com/templarser/2-worlds.html)-LB]

Quentin Cooper :  So we're in danger aren't we here of slightly knocking Karl Popper down before we've even properly set him up here? I mean we're showing that there are all these examples,he was still however a very important link in bridging that gap if you like between scientific data and scientific reason?

Colin Howson :  I think that Popper's theory...Popper's was very interested in the history of science and he loved the idea of theories being put up and then being weeded out by something that he saw as analogous to natural selection.
[Exactly NATURE should choose what is correct NOT any individual mind of man - it's not what you BELIEVE - it's what is TRUE of nature and only science attempts to deliver what is TRUE and not what is BELIEVED - LB]

He loved this Darwinian model,and I don't think he'd have been too distressed to think his own theory was itself a bold conjecture of how you identify science and scientific activity that actually was later - I don't know about disproved - but you know has anomalies,is not perfectly satisfactory and maybe displaced itself.

Quentin Cooper :  So Julian,he sort of felt that by weeding out these aspects of science that weren't truly scientific we were getting closer to some sort of essence of science?

[That assumes a teleological goal - like assuming that evolution is heading for the perfect man - whilst it seems to be that the laws of physics are stable - there is evidence that they have altered over time - indeed  - close to the big bang they break down altogether - it's possible they are in flux - in which case science's dynamic and flexible system beats static belief systems again by continuously approximating to the truth - it's a flexible model which approaches reality as a limit (see http://members.fortunecity.com/templarser/philsnake.html - Lila)- LB]

Julian Barbour :  Yes that's what he thought,I would....perhaps in some disagreement with Colin,I think he did get quite a long way,but  I would say it holds better in a field like mine like theoretical physics and of course the testing  of Newtonian theory was an immense process,it went on for two and a half centuries about,and ...but nevertheless it was very good...the theory is still extraordinary precise and so is Einstein's theory,the one that has succeeded. It is very precise and there are ways of eliminating these other possibilities and coming to the crucial test,there's no question about it,and the really crucial test was the deflection of light - the famous eclipse observations in 1919. There was no doubt about it - in fact actually Eddington's observations - he overestimate the accuracy it's quite clear. But now radio astronomers all over the world are confirming that light deflection with wonderful accuracy and Newtonian theory - well it's not absolutely precise... I mean it's not clear,because it was never formulated for light - but any application of Newtonian theory would suggest you get half the deflection and you get spot on twice what Newton says and it's absolutely wonderful,and in that sense it's a great support for Popper,but he was hugely influenced by this one single example,so I think it is rather distorting and I'm sure it doesn't in any way affect the way science progresses. I think it's a juggernaut listening to our colleagues on Salmonella,I doubt if you stop and think much about Popper do you when you're working!? You sort of...your common sense is telling you how to go forward isn't it?

Quentin Cooper :  I think it's...I think we should find out should we?

Duncan Maskill :  I think we think...I certainly think a lot about Popper and I think we at a very interesting state ...a shame he died in 94 actually because in 95 the first bacterial genome was published,and with the advent of bacterial genome sequencing,we're now in a stage where we actually are data gathering,and in this kind of data gathering exercise,the falsification of hypotheses is not a particularly strong element of how we're thinking about these experiments,but these experiments are likely to generate more hypotheses which we can then test,so you know there's more than one way of skinning this particularly cat I think.

[You'd have particular difficulty skinning that cat if it was Quantum Physics that was on trial (see http://members.fortunecity.com/templarser/qcomp1.html)-LB]

Quentin Cooper :  Oh don't get Schrodinger into this! (Colin laughs) Jay,does Popper turn up a lot in your thinking?

Jay Henton :  Well I feel very strongly about this in the same way that Duncan does. We have do experiments that look at the whole organism rather than just focusing on individual parts of it,if we're going to understand anything.
[see http://members.fortunecity.com/templarser/organism.html]

And so we need to go in for this large scale data gathering in a new way, a completely new way,and this will generate the hypotheses of the future.

Quentin Cooper :  Okay I want to broaden it out in a second,but I feel we sort of rushed ahead and I want a little bit more Colin,just give a teensy quick sprint through the Popper life story can you?

Colin Howson :  Yeah,Popper was born in Austria,his parents were Jewish origin,but they wisely converted to Lutheranism,and Popper was brought up...his family was quite prosperous,his father was a well-known barrister. Popper was brought up,he had a great deal of sympathy from a very early age with poor people,victims and did a great deal of work actually with them. Then gradually became..he became left wing - he became disgusted with left wing politics,he didn't like Colmanism (??) because he saw it also as tyrannical,he then went through a sort of stages of evolution and fled Austria before the second world war,wrote some of his most famous works in New Zealand,then came to London after the war and established the philosophy department at the LSE.

Quentin Cooper :  And Julian finally,where are we today? Is he still guiding us in the background? I think the examples we've just had from Duncan and Jay show he's still there.

Julian Barbour :  Yes,what I like about Popper most of all,is he really has only one dogma,at least as he writes in his books - that there are no dogmas,or there should be no dogmas and I do...I think actually probably his open society is probably more important in many ways than the logic of scientific discovery and his techniques that we've been talking about here.

Quentin Cooper :   Okay,well there's always more to do and I'm afraid we haven't got time for it all,but Julian Barbour,and professor Colin Howson,thanks for sifting the Popper from the poppycock and thanks also from actual scientists working in the field at the moment. We also borrow the title of Julian's book "At the End of Time" for today.
Next week unto dust we shalt return,right across the world the effects of dust clouds which originate in the Sahara - but it's not just desert sands that are swept up by winds and blown around the globe,some nasty pathogens tag along. It's even been suggested that this magic carpet ride could be the origin of the UK'S recent foot and mouth epidemic.









